
TOULOUSE [R-H] - 03 December 
Race 1 - PRIX COLONEL AUBLET -  3500m HDLE CL3. Purse EUR €22,000. 

1. CAPARICA - Narrow success in a claiming hurdle over 3650m at Mont-de-Marsan nineteen days 

ago. Not dismissed with blinkers retained. 

2. ANGUIVA - Shed the maiden tag when winning by 2.5L in a 3400m conditions hurdle at Nimes. 

Claims with confidence boosted. 

3. SINNDAROSE - Scored in a low grade affair at Cazaubon three outings back and struggled in both 

outings since. Needs to bounce back to best. 

4. QUASARA - Strong 10L third behind a pair of subsequent winners in a good quality 3400m hurdle at 

Clairefontaine. Massive 536 day absence to overcome on stable debut. 

5. ARPEGGIONE - Pulled-up in three of her last four starts and best watched after 245 days off. 

6. MIRABELLAS - Seventeen race maiden who could find the frame following a claiming hurdle fourth 

at Mont-de-Marsan. 

7. EPERGNE - Tailed off on hurdling debut two starts ago. Opposed. 

8. MARZAMEMI - Fell on debut (3600m hurdle at Agen) 40 days ago but not sent off a huge price for a 

good yard. Worth another chance. 

9. TINA DE LENZAC - Failed to complete in both hurdling outings. Others preferred unless the market 

suggests otherwise. 

10. KALANI - Market likely to prove the best guide on hurdling debut. 

Summary: ANGUIVA (2) shed the maiden tag scoring by 2.5L in a conditions hurdle at Nimes. Notable 
runner with confidence boosted. QUASARA (4) is interesting. Ran 10L third behind a pair of subsequent 
winners in a good quality 3400m hurdle at Clairefontaine. Massive 536 day absence to overcome on 
stable debut but not to be dismissed if the market speaks positively. MARZAMEMI (8) fell on debut. 
Representing a good stable and is worth another chance. CAPARICA (1) could find the frame. 

Selections 

ANGUIVA (2) - QUASARA (4) - MARZAMEMI (8) - CAPARICA (1)  



Race 2 - PRIX BLOOMFIELDS HORSEBOXES -  3500m CLM STPLE. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. HONORIO FLAG - Unplaced in fourteen career starts including eleven over fences. Best watched. 

2. POPLAR SQUARE - Dual chase winner who finished a 2.5L third in a 3650m claiming hurdle at Mont-

de-Marsan. In the mix. 

3. PACHAS - 2.5L third in a 3800m chase at Nimes just over three weeks ago. One to note in this 

suitable event. 

4. BE STRONG GIRL - Unexposed and produced a career best when a 8L runner-up in a 3400m chase 

at Nimes 278 days ago. Claims on return. 

5. TEMPLIER D'HABERT - Promise in both runs including when one place behind Pachas at Nimes 

recently. Open to improvement. 

6. GALIO CHOP - Limited form in nineteen career starts. Opposed. 

7. GIORGINA - Running well in claiming chases including a 15L success three starts ago. Leading 

chance despite falling at Auteuil last month. 

8. KELTIA DE KERBARH - Sent off a big price when falling in a 3800m chase at Maure-de-Bretagne 

last weekend. Risky. 

Summary: The Francois Nicolle-trained GIORGINA (7) has been running well in claiming chases 
including a 15L success three starts ago. Leading chance to bounce back from a recent fall at Auteuil. 
PACHAS (3) and TEMPLIER D'HABERT (5) finished third and fourth in a 3800m chase at Nimes. Both 
look sure to be involved with the former open to progress on this third career start. Dual chase winner 
POPLAR SQUARE (2) is respected revisiting fences. 

Selections 

GIORGINA (7) - PACHAS (3) - TEMPLIER D'HABERT (5) - POPLAR SQUARE (2)  



Race 3 - PRIX GABRIEL SUAREZ D'ALMEYDA -  2000m MDN. Purse EUR €18,000. 

1. MILENIO EMERY - Beaten around 5L in two outings over 1600m here. Could find the frame upped 

in trip. 

2. WARNING SIGN - Showed plenty of promise when 2L fourth in a 1900m newcomers race at 

Bordeaux. Leading chance with progress expected. 

3. RIMSKY - Stepped forward on debut effort when 4.5L third in a maiden over this trip at Saint-Cloud. 

Firmly involved. 

4. NOZOMI - 12L ninth in a 1800m newcomers race at Fontainebleau three weeks ago. Step forward 

needed. 

5. JUBILE - Moderate ninth in a 1600m maiden at this venue after a break. Could strip fitter and find the 

frame. 

6. PAROVNA - Cheekpieces need to provide improvement on reappearance. 

7. CRYPTO - Showed ability when 7.75L third in a newcomers race over this trip at Mont-de-Marsan in 

late September. Claims having been supplemented. 

8. VALKOVSKY - Unraced colt by Shalaa out of a Diktat mare. Not dismissed if strong in the market. 

9. GOOD SHOW - Unraced colt by Ectot. Market can guide. 

Summary: WARNING SIGN (2) shaped nicely when 2L fourth in a 1900m newcomers race at Bordeaux. 
Leading player with progress expected. Supplemented runner CRYPTO (7) showed ability finishing 
7.75L third in a newcomers race at Mont-de-Marsan late September. Set to be involved. RIMSKY (3) 
stepped forward on his debut effort managing a 4.5L third in a maiden at Saint-Cloud. Thereabouts. 
Shalaa newcomer VALKOVSKY (8) could be of interest if strong in the market. 

Selections 

WARNING SIGN (2) - CRYPTO (7) - RIMSKY (3) - VALKOVSKY (8)  



Race 4 - PRIX DE DAX -  2000m CL3 QUALIF HCP. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. DUKE OF CONKER - 5L second in a Class Three handicap over this trip at Nancy 20 days ago. One 

to note off the same mark from a good draw. 

2. ASCENSION DIRECTE - Found the frame on her last three starts including on both outings at this 

venue. Thereabouts if seeing out the 2000m. 

3. RAGGIO BIANCO - 24 race maiden who could find the frame on best figures but needs to bounce 

back from a heavy defeat at Machecoul. 

4. TALISMAN TOUCH - 7.25L sixth in a 1900m Class Three handicap at Bordeaux three weeks ago. 

Stays the trip well. Place chance. 

5. MISS ROAZHON - Narrow success in a Class Four claimer over 1900m at Nimes 22 days back. 

Dangerous to rule out with a good overall profile. 

6. LA MISS - Backed up a solid course and distance third with a 4L success in a Class Four handicap 

over 1600m here. Key chance. 

7. FINEHA - Finished ahead of La Miss when a 0.5L runner-up in a Class Four course and distance 

handicap. Notable runner. 

8. CENTAURUS - Goes well at this track and made all for a 4.5L success in a Class Four conditions 

event at Auch 82 days ago. Strong claims. 

9. CHARM KING - Running in much stronger contests of late and interesting dropped in grade over this 

course and distance. 

10. JOLIE STORM - Potential pace angle who is capable of running well at this level. Place chance. 

11. DISINCANTO - Fair fifth in a Class Three conditions race at Bordeaux twleve days ago. Frame 

claims with three placings from five starts over track and trip. 

Summary: NTAURUS (8) made all delivering a 4.5L success in a Class Four conditions event at Auch 
in September. Goes well at this track and holds strong claims. FINEHA (7) finished second with LA MISS 
(6) back in third tackling a Class Four course and distance handicap. The latter since scored by 4L here 
over 1600m and the pair must be respected. ASCENSION DIRECTE (2) found the frame on her past 
three outings and could be thereabouts if seeing out the trip. 

Selections 

CENTAURUS (8) - FINEHA (7) - LA MISS (6) - ASCENSION DIRECTE (2)  



Race 5 - PRIX DE COLOMIERS -  2000m CLM. Purse EUR €12,500. 

1. JOHNNY DANCER - Midfield on both career starts to date but could make the frame given this looks 

weaker. 

2. SEVERUS - Took a big step forward when making the running over 2000m at Pau AW second-time 

out to be 4.5L fifth. Interesting with headgear retained. 

3. JOURNEE MATINALE - Narrowly denied in a claimer three starts ago but needs to bounce back from 

a 43L defeat in the same company at Nancy. 

4. PRESA DIRETTA - Unraced filly by Sidestep. Best watched. 

5. GHIZLAN - Daughter of French Fifteen having her first start. Market check needed. 

6. CASSIDAINE - Moderate form in three maidens to date but may improve in first-time blinkers. Not 

discounted. 

7. KHELLE TARTARE - Limited ability in three career starts. Best watched. 

8. AFTERMOVIE - Unraced filly by Whipper. Others preferred unless attracting market support. 

9. LOUNA CHOPE - 2L second in a 1900m maiden at Cholet three starts back would be amongst the 

best form on offer. Claims in first-time blinkers. 

10. BAILEYS BLESSING - Mixed form in claimers over a vast range of trips recently. Hard to know what 

to expect. 

11. JOSEPHINE - Eighth on both career outings including in a 1800m claimer at Lyon-la-Soie two weeks 

ago. More needed. 

Summary: A tricky contest where a market check is likely to be useful. LOUNA CHOPE (9) produced a 
2L second in a 1900m maiden at Cholet three starts back. That is amongst the best form on offer and 
is a leading chance wearing first-time blinkers. SEVERUS (2) took a big step forward when making the 
running over 2000m at Pau AW second-time out. Interesting with headgear retained. CASSIDAINE (6) 
could show improvement for a good yard with blinkers added. JOHNNY DANCER (1) completes the 
shortlist. 

Selections 

LOUNA CHOPE (9) - SEVERUS (2) - CASSIDAINE (6) - JOHNNY DANCER (1)  



Race 6 - PRIX JEAN PECOUT -  1600m CLM CL4 HCP. Purse EUR €12,000. 

1. SAMURAJ - Disappointing latest but was a surprise winner of a 1400m Class Three handicap at 

Saint-Cloud prior. Involved if replicating. 

2. ARUM - In excellent form prior to a moderate sixth over 1800m at Salon-de-Provence. Solid 0.5L 

runner-up in a Class Two handicap at Marseille-Borely two runs back. Top claims. 

3. USAIN BEST - Honest veteran who finished 1.25L second in a similar 1800m event at Fontainebleau 

three weeks ago. One to note. 

4. PASTICHOP - Could be involved on best figures but was DQ on reappearance. Risks attached. 

5. LILY APPLE - Solid fifth over this trip in a Class Three handicap at Lyon-Parilly two runs back. Frame 

chance. 

6. JULLOUVILLE - Placed on all four outings at this venue and requires a market check after 400 days 

off on stable debut. 

7. VICTORY CAT - Last two starts have been poor but she is two from two over course and distance. 

Could surprise. 

8. CAYRAS SIDE - 2L second in a Class Four conditions race over 1900m at Nimes but this looks 

tougher. 

9. TORANCIA - Capable at this level but needs to bounce back from being tailed off over this trip at 

Bordeaux. 

10. BIBI VOICE - Plenty of fair form over this distance but will need a significant step forward on what 

she showed on reappearance. 

Summary: It could be worth sticking with ARUM (2) who was in excellent form prior to a moderate sixth 
over 1800m at Salon-de-Provence. Fine 0.5L runner-up in Class Two handicap at Marseille-Borely on 
her penultimate outing. Top claims to bounce back in first-time blinkers. Veteran USAIN BEST (3) 
finished a 1.25L second in a similar 1800m event at Fontainebleau. Thereabouts. SAMURAJ (1) is 
inconsistent but dangerous to rule out if replicating a surprise success in a 1400m Class Three handicap 
at Saint-Cloud two runs back. VICTORY CAT (7) is unbeaten in both starts over course and distance. 
May bounce back to form. 

Selections 

ARUM (2) - USAIN BEST (3) - SAMURAJ (1) - VICTORY CAT (7)  



Race 7 - PRIX FRANCIS LOPEZ -  2400m CLM. Purse EUR €12,000. 

1. FOOTIX - 2L fifth in a 1900m handicap at Bordeaux twelve days ago. Could sneak a place dropped 

to claiming level. 

2. JOEY UP - Supplemented following a 5.75L fourth in a Class Two conditions race over 2000m at 

Saint-Cloud. Leading chance upped in trip eased significantly in grade. 

3. MORANDI FIRST - Faded off the front when 5.5L third in a Class Three course and distance 

conditions race 39 days ago. Firmly involved. 

4. MORWENE - Finished fourth behind Morandi First before winning by 5L in a 2500m claimer at Agen. 

Notable runner. 

5. YOKOHAMA - Safely accounted for on both starts since resuming. Remains best watched. 

6. MAESTRO - Could sneak a placing if reproducing his close claiming second two outings back. 

7. SHAYHINDAR - Unexposed after five starts and shaped fairly when 5L ninth in a 2500m handicap at 

Deauville AW. Frame chance. 

8. GRIBARIANE - Seemed to enjoy the step up in trip when third in a 2500m maiden at Agen 26 days 

ago. Not dismissed. 

9. LADY AUSTRALIA - One from one at this venue and ran well enough when 6L third in a 2200m 

claimer at Cavaillon. One to note. 

Summary: Supplemented runner JOEY UP (2) finished 5.75L fourth in a Class Two conditions race 
over 2000m at Saint-Cloud. Leading player upped in trip eased significantly in grade. MORANDI FIRST 
(3) faded off the front when a 5.5L third in a Class Three course and distance conditions race latest. 
Firmly in the mix. MORWENE (4) was fourth behind Morandi First prior to scoring by 5L in a 2500m 
claimer at Agen. Thereabouts. LADY AUSTRALIA (9) cannot be ruled out at this level. 

Selections 

JOEY UP (2) - MORANDI FIRST (3) - MORWENE (4) - LADY AUSTRALIA (9)  



Race 8 - PRIX D'AGEN -  2400m CL3. Purse EUR €15,000. 

1. OLYMPIE - Narrowly denied when runner-up in a Class Two handicap over course and distance just 

over three weeks ago. Key player. 

2. LE BASTAN - 3.25L third in a Class Four event over this trip at Bordeaux three weeks ago. Place 

chance. 

3. KENVERNA - 9L fourth in a 3000m Class Three conditions race at this venue. Each way claims 

dropped sharply in trip. 

4. CURILLINES - Limited form in sixteen career starts and looks well up against it on these terms. 

5. ANABAA WAR - Tailed off on both career starts. Opposed. 

6. BRANDY DE LLORDA - No form in eleven outings. Impossible to recommend. 

7. CHAMP DE MARS - Plenty of solid form at a higher level including when fourth in the 2020 Listed 

Prix Max Sicard over course and distance. Interesting after 244 days off. 

8. QUILARO - Well held ninth in a Class Four handicap at Bordeaux three weeks back. Look elsewhere. 

Summary: OLYMPIE (1) looks the safest option following a narrow second in a Class Two handicap 
over course and distance. Leading chance with good form tackling the trip. CHAMP DE MARS (7) comes 
out best at the weights. Plenty of solid form at a higher level including when fourth in the 2020 Listed 
Prix Max Sicard over this track and trip. Interesting if ready to roll after 244 days off. KENVERNA (3) 
holds place claims dropped in distance whilst LE BASTAN (2) is one for the multiples. 

Selections 

OLYMPIE (1) - CHAMP DE MARS (7) - KENVERNA (3) - LE BASTAN (2)  


